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This Letter revisits the instability of jet produced by shaped charge. Scaling laws for shaped
charge jet are derived by dimensional analysis. This study shows that cross-section shrinkage rate is
not an independent variable and should not been included in the formulation. The universal scaling
laws are formulated.

Armor-piercing bullets is a high-speed metal jet formed
by a charged chargewith a metal-lined cavity inside to
destroy armored targets such as tanks. The theoretical
study of penetrating jet began during World War II. The
most representative jet penetration theory is the incompressible ﬂuid theory established by G.I. Taylor in the
1940s [1]. Taylor cleverly used Bernoulli’s equation in
incompressible ﬂuid mechanics to establish the ratio of
jet penetration depth to jet length. The concise and important relationship between them has become the main
theoretical basis for the design of penetrating armor in
the late World War II [2].
A large number of experiments show that during the
ﬂight of a high-speed metal jet produced by shaped
charge, necking instability occurs at diﬀerent locations, and then it is pulled oﬀ. The original continuous and
complete jet is broken into many small segments. The
necking, especially after the breaking, the jet has severely lost its ability to penetrate the targets. Therefore,
it is particularly important to study the law of necking
instability and breaking of the jet, and to reveal the inﬂuencing factors of this phenomenon and the physical
mechanism behind the process [2].
In the mid-1970s, Zheng (C.M. Cheng) [3, 4] realized
the important engineering and theoretical value of this
problem during the early research of the penetration of
armor-piercing projectiles. His study shown that the instability criterion, necking and fracture time follow different laws for both low-speed and high-speed portion of
the jet. At low speed, the instability of the jet is controlled by the strength (it means that jet velocity can
be ignored), and the instability at the high speed section
originates from the disturbance of high-speed air [2, 6?
].
For the jet instability at low-speed, Zheng (C.M.
Cheng) [3, 4] cleverly introduced the ”area impulse”,
namely, Ω = A0 /ε̇0 , to characterize the combined eﬀect
of the initial diameter of the jet and the velocity gradient
(strain rate), where A0 is initial cross-section area of jet
and ε̇0 = ( dε
dt )0 is strain rate of jet material.
Through dimensional analysis, the position and time
expression of jet necking and breaking is obtained by
Zheng [3, 4], where the time tB and diameter dB to

breakup are given by
( ρ )1/3
tB = C(ψ) Ω
,
Y

(1)

and
( √
dB = D(ψ) Ω

Y
ρ

)1/3
,

(2)

respectively, in which ρ is jet density, Y is jet yield stress,
and C(ψ) and D(ψ) are the function of the section shrinkage ψ.
Zheng [3, 4] proposed a design rule for the armorpiercing ammunition-shaped cover material, that is, the
material-shaped cover material must have a suﬃciently
high sound velocity, suﬃcient ductility, high density and
low strength. In fact, the selection of material for armorpiercing ammunition in China is based on the above understanding [2].
Although the Zheng’s scaling laws in Eqs. (1,2) have
been proposed and formulated for more than 40 years,
however, the functions C(ψ) and D(ψ) have not been
determined by either computation and experiments. This
is a problem that needs to be solved.
In this Letter, we show that the cross-section shrinkage ψ is not a independent variable and should not be
considered in the formulation. This understanding will
lead a surprising result, that is, the both C(ψ) and D(ψ)
are universal constants rather than the function of ψ.
For the jet produced by shaped charge with initial
cross-section A0 and the cross-section AB at breakage,
the cross-section shrinkage ψ is deﬁned as
ψ =1−

AB
.
A0

(3)

Obviously, A0 , AB and ψ are not completely independent, because ψ has a relation with A0 and Ad in Eq.(3).
Therefore, the cross-section shrinkage ψ is not a independent variable and should not be considered in the formulation when we wish to ﬁnd the break-up cross-section
area AB for a given A0 .
To ﬁnd the breaking area AB , the instability problem
of the jet is controlled by 4 variables, such as Y, ρ, Ω and
AB , whose dimensions are listed in table I:
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TABLE I: Dimensions of jet produced by shaped charge
Y
ρ
Ω AB
L−1 mt−2 mL−3 L2 t L2

The cross-section area to breakup AB is then given by
AB = f (ρ, Y, Ω),

(4)

which has n = 4 variables with 3 basic dimensions m, t, L,
one dimensionless Π can be generated. Taking ρ, Y and
Ω as the basic quantities, the dimensionless Π can be
expressed as follows:
Π = AB ρa Y b Ωc .

(5)

The problem has n = 4 variables with 3 basic dimensions
m, t, L, one dimensionless Π can be generated. Taking
ρ, Y and Ω as the basic quantities, the dimensionless Π
can be expressed as follows: Π = tB ρa Y b Ωc . Since Π
is dimensionless, hence, we obtain a = − 31 , b = 13 and
c = − 13 .
According to dimensional theory [5, 6], the dimensionless Π = f (nothing), therefore, Π can only be a constant,
namely tB ρ−1/3 Y 1/3 Ω−1/3 = const., hence
( ρ )1/3
tB = Ct Ω
,
Y

(12)

where Ct is a constant. The illustrative plotting of the
break diameter is shown in Fig.1.

Since Π is dimensionless, hence, we obtain a = 13 , b = − 13
and c = − 23 .
According to dimensional theory [5, 6], the dimensionless format of expression of Eq. 4 is given by
Π = f (nothing),

(6)

therefore, Π can only be a constant, namely
AB ρ1/3 Y −1/3 Ω−2/3 = const.,

(7)

hence, we have the cross-section area to breakup
( √
AB = const. Ω

Y
ρ

)2/3

FIG. 1: The diameter tB and time tB to breakup.

.

(8)

Substitute Eq.8 into Eq.3, we have the cross-section
shrinkage as follows
)1/3
(
Y
.
(9)
ψ = 1 − const.
ρA0 ε̇20
Assuming the jet has a circular cross-section, it leads to
AB = πd2B , where dB is jet breaking diameter and can be
expressed as follows
( √
dB = Cd

Ω

Y
ρ

The above formulations have shown that the crosssection functions C(ψ) and D(ψ) in Eqs. (1,2) are constant for all jet. The constant nature of the cross-section
functions C(ψ) and D(ψ) are of great important and
makes the relations in Eq.10 and Eq.12 universal scaling laws.
In recognition of Zheng’s contribution to the stability
analysis of jet produced by shaped charge, the relations
in Eq.10 and Eq.12 are called as Zheng’s scaling laws.

)1/3
,

(10)

where Cd is a constant. The illustrative plotting of the
break diameter is shown in Fig.1.
Similarly, to ﬁnd the time to breakup tB , the problem
has 4 variables, such as Y, ρ, Ω and tB , whose dimensions
are listed in table II:
TABLE II: Dimensions of jet produced by shaped charge
Y
ρ
Ω tB
L−1 mt−2 mL−3 L2 t t

The breaking time tB is then given by
tB = g(ρ, Y, Ω).

(11)
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